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bOTH bODy AND FACE TREATmENTS CAN bE ENHANCED WITH  
HAND TOOLS USED THROUGHOUT THE TREATmENT OR AS A 
FINISHING TOUCH. THIS SELECTION OF pRODUCTS RECENTLy 
CAUGHT OUR ATTENTION.

 Herbal compresses can be used to soothe sore muscles and 
add a spicy aroma to any body treatment. previously difficult 
to get in Australia, Victoria’s Essentials is now importing Patawe 
Organic Thai Herbal Massage Balls. Each compress contains over 
18 herbs, spices and botanicals, carefully combined to provide 
a traditional therapeutic herbal treatment. The range includes 
various sizes and scents. VICTORIASESSENTIALS.COm, 613 9546 2225

 Green jade is traditionally a soothing, grounding stone. 
This Stone Eagle Green Jade set is designed for use as a 
cool application, tapping into the current trend in cold 
treatments. STONE-EAGLE.COm.AU, 1800 504 886 

 A traditional healing material used in Ayurvedic 
remedies, the metal alloy kansa is made from high quality 
copper and tin. Heritage Healers brings the Kansa Wand 
to Australia for use in their Tibetan Healing Facial, but it’s also 
effective for foot and body massage (there are two sizes 
available). HERITAGEHEALERS.COm, 1800 685 050

 Have you ever completed a scalp massage only to be 
presented with a bird’s nest of hair that you somehow need to 
comb out without disturbing your client? Tangle Teezer may be 
‘the solution you’ve been looking for,’ as corny as that sounds. This 
brush with two lengths of thin, flexible teeth won’t yank hair out, 
but is amazingly effective at smoothing out knots. 
pHOENIxNATIONALE.COm.AU, 1300 833 937

 The Stonehenge Stone and Bamboo Massage Set is a handy 
way to introduce warm bamboo to your body treatments. 
Combined with warm stones, the smooth bamboo tools (that 
Stonehenge grows organicall in byron bay) are a new way 
to pleasantly surprise your guests with that little something 
different. mASSAGEkITS.COm.AU, 617 5598 6948

 Designed specifically to protect therapists from overuse injuries, 
Joya Crystal Massage Professional Set provides a suite of tools 
for therapists to give their hands a rest without compromising on 
treatment quality. jOyA-AUSTRALIA.COm.AU, 614 0697 1387
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